
WATERS LANDING ASSOCIATION, INC. 

Qualification Statement for Board of Directors Candidate 

Name: Marc A. King 

Address:  Spinning Wheel Drive, Germantown, Maryland 20874 / Laurel Wood 

Community – Waters Landing 

Have you ever been involved is a Homeowners Association or similar community service 

organization? If so, describe including positions held & length of service. 

I have not been involved with a Homeowners Association in the past beyond the interactions 

that have occurred over a 30 year period of living in the Laurel Wood Community of Waters 

Landing. However, during my military career I was from time to time, because of rank and 

position, required to participate and act in response to the military community that existed in 

support of the military unit on that installation. The requirements, needs, actions and responses 

that were required by that community were very similar in nature to the requirements of the 

Waters Landing community. I believe that this experience coupled with my understanding of 

the community in which I have now lived for 30 years more then qualifies me for the Director 

positions.  

What background or experience do you have which would qualify you for a Director position 

(education, Organizations, occupation, attending Waters Landing meetings, etc.)? 

I hold a bachelor’s degree in History from the University of Nebraska - Omaha and a master’s 

degree in Public Administration with a Major in Urban Development from Western Kentucky 

University. My organizational experience can be summarized in 23 years of military service in 

the United States Army with Command and Staff positions from Platoon Leader to 

Congressional Liaison Officer for the Secretary of the Army. My post military career can be 

summarized by recognizing over 30 years in the Corporate “E Suite” culminating in the position 

of President, Ceradyne Armor Systems. In this position I executed over $2B in armor business 

with the United States Government as well as a whole host of international customers around 

the globe. I am a skilled negotiator, organizational expert and public speaker. Additionally, I 

have been in the unique position of having a broad understanding of both our County and State 

governments … how they work and don’t work and how they are impacting the lives of those 

who live in our community. 



What are your reasons for seeking nomination to the Board of Directors (goals, ideas, etc.)? 

 

As a member of the community, I am becoming increasingly concerned about issues such as 

THRIVE MONTGOMERY 2050 and the impact that it can have on our community and our quality 

of life. I am also concerned about the Counties on going efforts to change the zoning laws that 

will allow the installation of above ground utilities in our community as a requirement for the 

installation of 5G telecommunications. There are profound health issues that are just now 

beginning to be understand associated with the operation of 5G antenna arrays that are 

installed to close to homes, schools and apartment/ townhome dwellings that have not been 

addressed by homeowner associations such as ours across Montgomery County.  

 

Other comments or ideas: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RETURN BY November 10,2021 to: 

Waters Landing Association, Inc. 

Email: wla@waterslanding.org 

20000Father Hurley Blvd, Germantown, MD 20874 

mailto:wla@waterslanding.org

